STRING REPERTOIRE REQUIREMENTS

The 2022 Young Artist Awards are for classical submissions only (not jazz, rock, etc.).

Violin
Movement of major concerto or virtuoso piece of equivalent difficulty
Movement of solo Bach

Viola
Movement of solo Bach from the Cello Suites or Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin
Movement of major concerto such as Bartok, Hill, Hindemith (Der Schwanendreher), Hoffmeister, Stamitz, Walton, Shulman (Theme and Variations)

Cello
Movement of a major concerto or virtuoso piece of equivalent difficulty
Movement from Bach Suites for Solo Cello

Bass
Movement of a major concerto or virtuoso piece of equivalent difficulty
Movement from Bach Suites for Solo Cello

Students may submit one video link with all performances, or separate videos for each piece of repertoire. Works or movements may be recorded separately, but each must be recorded in one take with no editing.

Piano accompaniment is not required.